






Paradise, that of unspoilt, generous, and sublime Nature. 
A dreamlike and fertile place, a realm of possibilities
and my inspiration for this year ’ s Red Carpet.

Pass through the gates and enter a bountiful Garden
of Eden, where precious stones are picked like berries,
where plants and animals offer their songs and
spectacular colours. Luscious fruit trees in a rainbow flower 
meadow and a glistening cascade enchant the senses.
To the night garden, alive with glowing fireflies
and an endless stary sky.
 
A heaven of marvels, comes alive with dazzling creations 
and I look forward to sharing this enchanting walk through 
Paradise and all its jewelled beauties with you.

With much love ,
Caroline
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ILLUSTRATION ATTENTE FOND JAUNE
BIJOU EN ATTENTE
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The Gentleman’ s Way

L .U .C  timepieces are the result of intricate 
and highly skilled work by our «Artisans 
of Emotion» .  Fine mechanical watchmaking 
is based on ancestral crafts which Chopard 
proudly perpetuates since 1860.
 
With passion we design, conceive 
and manufacture outstanding watches 
for the discerning modern gentleman. 
Every L .U .C  piece is a combination 
of innovation and tradition representing 
our perpetual quest for perfection. 

Karl-Friedrich Scheufele





















An extravagant dog necklace designed
as a pack of thirteen hounds set with

black cultured pearls, diamonds
and coloured diamonds.

817826-9001

An elegant Lady’s watch set
with diamonds.

137226-1011

A darling deer necklace designed
as a coloured diamond doe nuzzling

a heart shaped diamond within
a tsavorite and peridot surround.

810164-9001

A darling ‘Precious Lace’
pink and blue diamond ring.

82A047-9001

An exceptional emerald, diamond
and gem-set elephant brooch.

900308-9002

A lovely flower suite of ring, earrings 
and bracelet set with emeralds

and diamonds.

828393-1001 - 848393-1002 - 858393-1001 

A beautiful bracelet set
with Paraiba tourmalines, Padparadscha 

sapphires, opals and diamonds.

850400-1001    

An alluring emerald
and diamond bracelet.

850197-1001

A divine diamond-set
Lady’s watch.

104999-1002

A charming diamond-set
butterfly hairclip.

900436-1001

A gorgeous opal flower ring highlighted 
by yellow sapphires.

828488-9001

An extraordinary no oil emerald
and diamond ring.

821411-9001
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A sublime emerald
and diamond-set Lady’s watch. 

104995-1004

A captivating ruby
and gem-set floral necklace. 

810150-9001

A stunning pair
of diamond earrings.

849780-1004

An elegant necklace set with natural 
white pearls and diamonds

818559-1001

A luminous pair of diamond-set
marquise shaped earrings.

840219-1001

An attractive ‘Precious Lace’ Lady’s watch 
set with emeralds and diamonds.

134800-1001

A lovely sapphire
and diamond-set Lady’s watch. 

104995-1002

A sublime ‘Precious Lace’ Lady’s watch 
set with sapphires and diamonds.

134800-1002

An alluring pair of diamond-set 
round shaped earrings. 

840216-1001

A lovely ‘Precious Lace’ Lady’s watch
set with rubies and diamonds.

134800-1003

A dainty floral pink sapphire
and diamond Lady’s watch.

104056-1001

A exquisite ruby
and diamond-set Lady’s watch.  

104995-1003
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A delicate suite of earrings and necklace 
set with coloured sapphires, rubies and 

emeralds highlighted by diamonds.

838511-1001 - 818511-1001

An alluring pair
of rhodolite earrings.

840227-3001

A sublime sapphire ring
highlighted by diamonds.

820058-1002

A decorative rainbow necklace of 
interlaced spinels, coloured sapphires, 

tsavorites beads highlighted by diamonds.

818510-1001

A fabulous pink sapphire ring
highlighted by diamonds.

820266-1002

A glowing suite
of opal fire ring and earrings. 

828496-9001 - 848496-9001

An extravagant bracelet set
with kunzite, opals, topaz and tsavorites.

850149-9001

A fine ‘Precious Lace’
necklace set with emeralds and 

diamonds.

810154-1002

A resplendent phoenix ring whose 
gem-set wings envelop a cabochon opal.

828502-9001 
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A fabulous pair
of yellow diamond earrings.

846745-9001 

A whimsical ‘Precious Lace’
rainbow sapphire necklace.

810154-5001

A darling ‘Precious Lace’
necklace set with pink sapphires

and diamonds. 

810154-1004

A stylish spessartite bracelet highlighted 
by amethysts, garnets, tourmalines, 

lazulites and amethysts.

858095-9001

An alluring cabochon emerald
and diamond necklace.

819921-1002

A divine Lady’s watch set
with emeralds and diamonds.

104322-1003

A magnificent pair of emerald
and diamond earrings. 

840235-1001

A lovely suite of necklace,
earrings and ring set with rubies

and diamonds.

818284-1001 - 838284-1001

A sophisticated ‘Precious Lace’
pair of emerald and diamond earrings.

848191-1001

An extraordinary diamond necklace.

810382-9005

A fascinating white opal necklace. 

810136-1001

A delicate sapphire flower ring
with a buzzing gem-set bee. 

828321-9001

A stylish necklace set with rubies
and coloured sapphires.

818240-0001

A fascinating suite of necklace
and earrings set with emeralds

and diamonds.

810146-1001 - 840222-1001

A fabulous pair of yellow diamond
and diamond earrings.

840121-9003
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A sublime ‘Precious Lace’
yellow diamond necklace.

810125-9001

A playful tanzanite dolphin ring 
highlighted by sapphires, onyx

and diamonds.

828342-1002

A delicate ‘Precious Lace’ emerald
and diamond ring. 

828501-1001

A precious emerald
and diamond Lady’s watch. 

104154-1004

A shimmering suite of diamond-set
wave earrings and ring.

848495-9001 - 828495-9001

A beautiful sapphire
and diamond Lady’s watch.

104154-1001

A darling ruby and diamond
Lady’s watch.

104154-1003

Two exceptional D colour Flawless 
diamonds, a round-shaped 50 cts

and a 20 cts emerald-cut.

An attractive bracelet set
with diamonds.

858560-9001 
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A beautiful pair of jadeite and white 
opal earrings highlighted with green 

tourmalines and diamonds.

840204-9001 

A charming suite of bracelet and earrings 
set with moonstones, multi-coloured 

sapphires and diamonds.

858562-1001 - 838561-1001 

An enchanting suite of leaf earrings
and necklace set with pink sapphires

and tsavorites. 

848308-3001 - 818308-1001

A alluring suite of necklace,
earrings and ring set with sapphires

and diamonds.

818370-1001 - 848370-1001 

An elegant suite of ring
and earrings set with sapphires

and diamonds.

828001-1002 - 848001-1004 

An extraordinary yellow
diamond necklace.

810152-0001

A luminous pair of yellow-cognac 
diamond moon earrings.

840190-5001 
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L.U.C Flying T Twin Ladies
The first Chopard flying tourbillon for ladies

Platinum
Flying Tourbillon

Chopard Twin Technology
65-hour Power reserve

25-piece limited edition

               131981-5001

L.U.C Flying T Twin Rainbow
The art of colourful gem setting to highlight 

the Chopard horological mastery
18-carat ethical rose gold

Flying Tourbillon
Chopard Twin Technology

65-hour Power reserve
8-piece limited edition

              171979-5002

Alpine Eagle Frozen
 Statement pieces showcasing the diamond 

setting know-how of Chopard
Best quality diamonds from a RJC 

certified supplier. Watch made of 18-carat 
ethical rose gold. 42-hour Power reserve

295370-5005

L.U.C Engine One
Mechanical perfection

Microblasted DLC-coated titanium
Tourbillon

60-hour power reserve
5-piece limited edition

  168560-3003

L.U.C Flying T Twin
The first Chopard flying tourbillon

18-carat ethical rose gold
Flying Tourbillon

Chopard Twin Technology
65-hour Power reserve

50-piece limited edition

              161978-5001

L.U.C Esprit de Fleurier Peony
Fleurisanne engraving at the peak of its art
Enameilling, new métier d’art integrated

in our manufacture
18-carat ethical rose gold

Chopard Twin Technology
65-hour Power reserve
8-piece limited edition

131944-5005

Alpine Eagle Frozen
 Statement pieces showcasing the diamond 

setting know-how of Chopard
Best quality diamonds from a RJC 

certified supplier. Watch made of 18-carat 
ethical white gold. 60-hour Power reserve

295363-1002

L.U.C Lunar One
Chopard’s astronomical precision and 

orbital moonphase display
18-carat ethical rose gold

Perpetual Calendar
Chopard Twin Technology

65-hour Power reserve
25-piece limited edition

              161927-5002

L.U.C Flying T Twin Joaillerie
The meeting of the master watchmaker 

and the master of diamond
Platinum

Flying Tourbillon
Chopard Twin Technology

65-hour Power reserve
8-piece limited edition

              171979-9001

L.U.C Perpetual T Spirit of the Dragons
Mechanical prowess and esthetical refinement

dedicated to the Chinese tradition
18-carat ethical rose gold

hand-engraved case and hand-guilloché dial
Chopard Quattro Technology

216-hour Power reserve
Unique piece

              161941-5004

Alpine Eagle Frozen
 Statement pieces showcasing the diamond 

setting know-how of Chopard
Best quality diamonds from a RJC 

certified supplier. Watch made of 18-carat 
ethical rose gold. 60-hour Power reserve

295363-5005

L.U.C Perpetual Chrono
The ultimate collector’s watch

Titanium
Perpetual Calendar and Flyback chronograph

60-hour Power reserve
20-piece limited edition

              168611-3001



Since 2010 Chopard is a proud member of the responsible jewellery council (RJC), a not-for-profit organisation
promoting ethical, social and environmental practices throughout the entire supply chain.
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